
4. Who is Hokusai?  

Exploring with different lines, shades 

and tones, Children investigate and experiment 

with oil pastels to create different textures. Chil-

dren will explore shading, hatching, cross-hatching 

and stippling to use different techniques to build 

block colours.  
Use a choice of techniques to depict movement, perspective, 

shadows and reflection.  

Oil pastels 

 

 

 

 

5. How can I recreate a famous piece of art?  

Children create their own storm picture in the 

style of Hokusai’s great wave. Applying their prior 

knowledge and using oil pastels to mix, shades, 

tones and lines.  

Oil pastels 
6. How can I evaluate my work?  

Children to  provide a reasoned evaluation of both 

their own and peers work which takes account of 

the starting points, intentions and context behind 

the work. Expressing thoughts and feelings explain-

ing their views and identify/ explain modifications/ 

changes and see how they can be developed     
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Greatest Artists in History:   

Children will explore and produce work ‘in the 

style’ of Hokusai.  

Extreme Earth  

Media: Paint, oil pastels, watercolours.  

1. What are territory colours?  

Recap primary and     

secondary colours.  

Tertiary Colours: Mix 

each primary colour with 

the secondary colour next 

to it to create the tertiary colours, which are: blue-

green, yellow-green, yellow-orange, red-orange, red-

violet, and blue-violet. Talk about the differences in 

these colours.  

Children to create a Colour Wheel with all 12 of 

the colours created.  

Paint 

Introduce the idea of tertiary colours (primary + second-

ary). Look a different tints (colours with white added) and 

shades of a colour.  

Challenge children to recreate 

the abstract volcano using  

shades of colour explored.  

2. How do you create a 3D illusion?  

Children to begin to explore drawing 3d shapes used 

curved lines to show movement. Using two different   

colours children alternate as they go. Using shading to 

make the edges darker than the inside. Creating a 3D 

illusion. Children explore with line and shade to create 

different tornado shapes.  

Watercolors 

3. How can movement be depicted through 

paint?  

Applying their skills of 3D art children create a 

Tornado landscape using watercolours.  

Children mix colour, shades and tones to depict 

movement to create a picture with a tonal back-

ground and a 3D focus.   

Use colour, line and shading to create 3D pictures.   

Watercolors 



Design and Technology  

4. Viking Long ships– Sculpture  

Children design and create a Viking Long ship using 

a range of 3D materials; recycled, natural, and 

manmade.   

3D sculpture 

Children create and combine shapes to create recognisable 

forms. Use recycled, natural and manmade materials to cre-

ate sculptures, confidently and successfully joining.  

Technical knowledge  

Build structures, exploring how they can be made stronger, 

stiffer and more stable. Explore and use mechanisms [for ex-

ample, levers, sliders, wheels and axles], in their products.  

 

5. Viking Warriors– Sketching  

How do you sketch a face accurately?  

Children use a range of sketching techniques to 

draw a Viking Warrior. Focussing on Drawings of 

people and in particular the face making it as    

accurate as possible.  
Develop use of different drawing techniques (hatching, cross-

hatching, stippling, blending, shading, erasing, side strokes, 

circulism) within their work and make sensible choices about 

what to do next. 
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The Vikings  

Media: Watercolours, clay, pencil, 3D 

objects. 

1. Viking Shields– Painting  

Children design and decorate their own Viking 

shields using watercolours. Understanding how to 

control the types of marks made and experiment 

with different effects and textures including blocking 

in colour, washes and thickening paint to create    

textual effects. 

Watercolours  

2. Viking Jewellery– Sculpture  

What techniques are used to design a sculpture? 

Children create Viking Jewellery using clay to    

design and decorate a necklace or brooch. Exploring 

the use of tools to carve and add shapes, texture 

and pattern. Modelling and developing work through 

a combination of pinch, slab, and coil techniques.  

Clay 

3. Viking Knots and Patterns—Drawing  

How can I experiment with different drawing 

techniques to create patterns?  

Children investigate and experiment with    

formal elements to create different lined     

patterns. Children will explore shading,    

hatching, cross-hatching and stippling to use 

different drawing techniques within their    

pattern.  

Sketching pencils  

Experiment with different drawing techniques 

(hatching, cross-hatching, stippling, blending, shading) 

and make sensible choices about what to do next.  


